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hanging mobile in aluminum with steel wires and nylon cord, oil and acrylic colors and 23 karat gold leaf
31 x 44 x 30"
MD812

Days of Glory
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Wall-mounted mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires and acrylic cord, oil and acrylic colors
32 x 39 x 8"
MD805

Benevolent Dragon
standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, 
oil and acrylic colors
8 x 11 x 11"
MD795

Whirling Bird

standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel 
wires, oil and acrylic colors
10 x 7 x 3.5"
MD797

Reclining Nude
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standing mobile in brass and steel with wood, oil and 
acrylic colors
11 x 9 x 4.5"
MD786

Forward Movement
standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
21 x 30 x 16"
MD813

In a League of its Own
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standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil 
and acrylic colors
9 x 8 x 8"
MD796

Magnetism

standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and 
acrylic colors
10 x 12 x 4"
MD807

Brash Idea

standing mobile in aluminum and steel with nylon cord, oil and acrylic colors
29 x 28 x 28"
MD803

Summer Storm
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standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
25 x 25 x 25"
MD808

A Stroll Through the Lime Grove standing mobile in brass and steel, oil and acrylic colors
23 x 6 x 5"
MD784

Updraft
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Wall-mounted mobile in aluminum with steel wires and acrylic board, oil and acrylic colors
21 x 30 x 12"
MD810

The City at Dusk
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Wall-mounted mobile in aluminum and steel with nylon cord, oil and acrylic colors
43 x 30 x 15"
MD793

A Forest of Trees

standing mobile in brass, steel wire, and wood, oil and acrylic colors
5 x 4.5 x 2"
MD800

Presenting the Gift

standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
3 x 5 x 3.5"
MD802

Twist of Faith
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standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
12 x 10 x 7"
MD780

Jazz Interlude standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
12 x 8 x 11"
MD785

Landscape with Face
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standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
9 x 13 x 5"
MD806

Celestial Course

Ihave created artwork my entire life in many media, and it has been 
my career for 35 years. i began as a sculptural jeweler in the high-end 
fashion market, and now produce a range of kinetic sculptural objects 

that scale from 2-inch-high mobiles to public installations spanning  
90 feet across.

a great amount of engineering goes into each piece, more than it may 
appear. i begin with a gesture, a design concept, a different direction 
coming from a new idea; then i build with cutout paper and wire 
structures, firming up my basic design. from there the pieces are cut 
out of brass, aluminum, or steel sheet, and formed in a labor-intensive 
process to bring them to life.  

i am drawn to nature and all my forms directly relate to the natural world 
around me. as a child, i marveled at the plants and wildlife on the farm 
i grew up on. My creative soul strives to find that feeling and emotion in 
the man-made creations i construct. 

There is a huge emphasis on balance in my work.  as i continue to explore 
my art form, i am aware of how i continually try to achieve a beauty and 
ease that is balanced by a deeper truth. viewers of my work most often 
comment on the joy imbued in each piece. But further study will show 
competing energies—a gesture and direction of energy with a counter, 
or balance, to that energy. This dynamism is crucial to the overall force 
confronting the viewer. 

This balance is to me a truth behind beauty. in life, light needs a shadow 
to stand out. for beauty, a tension must counter the perfection that is 
sought. each piece is an idealized world coming from deep inside me, but 
that world is far from simple. 

This complexity gives the work true life and meaning to both me and the 
observer.

Mark Davis    arTisT sTaTeMenT

standing mobile in brass and aluminum with steel wires, oil and acrylic colors
4.5 x 6 x 6"
MD791

Daylight
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standing mobile in sterling silver
13 x 14 x 6"
MD811

Cavalier

Mark Davis was born in new haven, cT in 1954 and educated 
at Goddard college in vermont. he began making jewelry in 
his teens and his dexterous metalwork is entirely self-taught. 

his initial forays into mobiles utilized the metals of his jewelry making: 
sterling silver, gold plating, and brass. The variety of styles and materials 
that Davis uses to build his mobiles has expanded dramatically over the 
years to create a complex and compelling body of work. in addition to 
moderate scale pieces of movement, with newfound color and grace, 
Davis also creates large scale public and private commission pieces. his 
works have been exhibited by Pucker Gallery since 1995 and are included 
in numerous private and public collections including: the university of 
chicago comer children’s hospital; the fuller craft Museum, Brockton, 
Ma; the ann & robert h. lurie children’s hospital of chicago; and the 
rose Museum at Brandeis university in Waltham, Ma.

Mark Davis    BioGraPhy

standing mobile in painted brass and sterling silver, oil and acrylic colors
9 x 15 x 6"
MD804

Standing Guard
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Pucker Gallery is a member of the Boston art Dealers association 
and the new england appraisers association.

Pucker  
Gallery

240 newbury street, 3rd floor
Boston, Ma 02116
Phone: 617.267.9473
e-mail: contactus@puckergallery.com

Monday through saturday  
10:00 am to 5:30 pm
sunday 10:30 am to 5:00 pm

Design: leslie anne feagley
editors: Jeanne koles and Jacqueline Gertner
Photography: John Davenport

© 2018, Pucker Gallery
Printed in the usa by Modern Postcard

Please visit www.puckergallery.com to view current and past exhibition 
catalogues and subscribe to the Artwork of the Week e-mail list.

Gallery  
hours

creDiTs 

Wall-mounted mobile with aluminum, steel wires,  
Pvc sheet, oil and acrylic colors
38 x 58 x 18"
MD774

COVEr:
Spring Awakening

Wall-mounted mobile in aluminum with steel wires and acrylic 
board, oil and acrylic colors
22 x 28 x 10"
MD809

rIGHT:
Starry Interlude

  

DaTes:  
1 December 2018 through 6 January 2019
oPeninG recePTion:  
1 December 2018, 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm
The public is invited to attend. The artist will be present.
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